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Management of …
Campus Management Systems: integrated Software

Management of ...

- Alumni
- Evaluation
- Examinations
- Teachers data
- Students data

Interest

- Enrolment at university
- Selection and acceptance process
- Rules and regulations
- Lectures
- Rooms
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Agenda

- What is PAUL (good for)?
- How to access PAUL
- Registration time periods
- Support – PAUL at your service
- Selecting Program and Specialization
- Demo:
  - Registration for lectures
What is PAUL?

- Integrated system to manage all areas of the university
- Central database
- Rich client front end for administrative tasks
- Web client front end for students and teachers
What is PAUL good for?

- Achieve one centralised platform for organisation, information and activities related to all matters of your studies

- Improve service for students
  - Online registration: avoid queuing
  - Online access to learning material, news, calendar, results of examinations...

- Improve service for lecturers and administrative staff
  - Supports administrative processes: efficiency
  - Supports planning processes: rooms, time tables, ...
  - Possibility of direct communication between lecturers and students via messaging components
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You can reach the web portal at:

https://paul.uni-paderborn.de

After the log-in you can change to the English version

Attention: to log in you need IMT account and password!
IMT:

- You can register for the IMT account
  - in Notebook-Café in room BI1.111 (library, ground floor)
  - in Service Center Medien in room H1.201
  - in building “Fürstenallee” in room F0.116

see also [http://imt.uni-paderborn.de/user-account/](http://imt.uni-paderborn.de/user-account/)
Registration time periods

- the most important time frames for your registrations to courses or exams of the winter term 2014 / 15:
  - March 31st till April 24th (registration for courses)
  - April 20th till May 20th (registration for exams)
  - Contact your supervisor for further information about exam registration procedures within the computer science
    (and within other faculties in case you have a minor subject)
  - Detailed information about the registration procedures at
    - http://paul.uni-paderborn.de/ (Button “Hilfe”)
Support – PAUL at your service

The following support channels are at your service

- Central support E-Mail: paul@uni-paderborn.de
- Notebook-Café in room BI 1.111 (library, ground floor) *
- Phone hotline + 49 (0) 5251 . 60 . 2044 *
- give your name, matriculation number, phone number, course or exam number, problem, etc.

* Service hours:
  Monday till Thursday 9.00 am to 5.00 pm
  Friday 9.00 am to 4.00 pm
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Further Information about PAUL are online at

http://uni-paderborn.de/paul

Button “Hilfe” within PAUL at

https://paul.uni-paderborn.de
Choice of a program and choice of an area of specialization

CS Master

**tree-like structure**

choose one of two

- with general studies
  - Specialisation: „Software technique …“
  - …

- with minor subject
  - Specialisation: „Human-Machine …“
  - …

choose one of four

- M
- M
- M
- M
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Choice of a program / an area of specialization in PAUL

Electives

Study Informatik Master v2 (2009, i.d.F.V. 2013) for PaulS Test-EIM

Selections have already been made here
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Choice of an area of specialization in PAUL

After clicking „Select electives“ for „Specialisation area“ in step 4 on the previous slide:

Choose any one out of four
Choose an appropriate set of modules and register

Courses are chosen implicitly with registration to lectures

Choose one lecture per course and register.
(You may choose further lectures in the same course at later semesters)
System: Demo (registration to lectures only)

https://paul.uni-paderborn.de

Student: ptesteim

study: Computer Science Master
Thank you very much for your attention and have a marvellous time in Paderborn!

Feel free to ask questions now
Registration for lectures

The context of a registration to a lecture is the „path“ from the lecture to the root of the tree.

You have chosen the context by your choices as well as your (implicit or explicit) registrations to programs, specialisations, modules, and courses.
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